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THE FUNDAMENTAL

REVIEW OF THE

TRADING

BOOK
THE WHO

THE WHEN

The Basel Committee on Banking Supervision (BCBS),
a committee of banking supervisory authorities,
was established in 1974 by a group of ten countries
in, you guessed it, Basel, Switzerland. The BCBS has
had the Fundamental Review of the Trading Book in
development since 2009 in its revisions to the Basel
II market risk framework, aka Basel 2.5. Its aim was to
address deficiencies in market risk capital in a postfinancial-crisis world. However, it was soon clear that
these changes didn’t resolve all the shortcomings of
the framework. The FRTB was intended to be a fully
comprehensive refurb of the framework.

The first consultative paper on the framework was
issued in mid-2012, with the second closely following in
2013. By 2014, the BCBS had instigated two Quantitative
Impact Studies (QIS), with the first requiring banks
to calculate regulatory capital based on a BCBScreated hypothetical portfolio followed by the banks’
actual portfolios. At the end of 2014, a final paper
that covered outstanding issues was released, with a
second round of QIS studies being completed in 2015.
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The final version of the FRTB was released in early
2016. Since then, questions have been raised on how
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exactly to interpret and implement the changes with
no one sure exactly what the impact will be. Even as
banks started the slow process of implementing the
rules, there were still several elements within the
framework with unanswered worries, questions, and
inconsistencies. During a meeting in December 2017,
the BCBS agreed to postpone the implementation of
the FRTB from January 2019 until the same month in
2022.
Even now, some EU banks are seeking a further FRTB
delay due to the added strain, excuse the pun, that

coronavirus has put on their market risk teams. They
want breathing room to fight market volatility without
the burden of the new FRTB rules.

THE WHY
During the 2009 financial crisis, it was clear that a
number of financial institutions were over-leveraged
and didn’t hold enough capital to cope with stressed
market conditions. It also became clear that the BCBS
couldn’t rely on the banks’ own assessment of if assets
should be included in banking or trading books. The
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problem with these books was the criteria was difficult
to regulate and there could be large differences in
capital requirements for similar product types on
either side. This led to risk arbitrage, particularly in the
treatment of credit products.
The FRTB aims to provide a clear delineation between
trading and banking books, and proposes significant
changes to both models used for calculating
regulatory capital charges: the internal models-based
approach (IMA) and the standardized approach (SA).
The changes to the standardized approach make
it more risk-sensitive and require charges to be
calculated for each trading desk as if it were a standalone portfolio. In order to test whether or not a bank
will be permitted to use its own models or revert to
standardized values depends on a P&L attribution
test in which theoretical future P&L is calculated and
compared to actual values for those dates (excluding
new transactions). Ratios of the difference in P&L
are reported on a monthly basis, and if a bank
experiences four breaches within the prior 12 months,
they will be forced to capitalize under the harsher SA.
Back testing and P&L attribution tests will require at
least 250 days’ worth of data. This means banks will
need to have their new desk/organisational structure
decided well in advance.
VaR (Value at Risk) has long been a method for banks
to calculate potential losses. It estimates how much a
portfolio might lose (with a given probability) under
both normal and turbulent market conditions over a
set period. However, it is well understood that it has
a number of deficiencies. The FRTB framework looks
to move from VaR to the Expected Shortfall model
instead, as it can better capture tail risk and is less
sensitive to outliers.

THE HOW
Banks must decide how to adapt their in-house front
office and risk system IT architecture to cope with the
changes or work closely with external vendors to use
their FRTB offerings. Most banks will opt for a centralized or semi-centralized model. The centralized
model would have all stages of calculation take place
in a risk engine. Positions would be imported into the
risk engine and valued using market data and pricing
models within the engine before being aggregated.
The semi-centralized model would generate scenarios
(stressed or historical market data change simulations) in the risk engine before sending them out to
FO systems to revalue their own positions. The FO
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systems would send these P&L vectors back to the risk
engine in order to be aggregated.
The idea of a ‘golden’ source of market data is paramount in ensuring confidence in the metrics produced. There needs to be a clear data lineage of
front-to-back trading data used in risk calculations.
Having this golden or global source as reference for
all downstream risk calculations across the bank provides accountability, as it ensures one version of truth
across the banks’ systems. This standardization of risk
factors and sensitivities throughout a firm would allow
for better and more universal insights to be drawn.
FRTB is pushing banks to stand back and look at their
infrastructure as a whole. It is giving them an opportunity to improve their IT capabilities as well as to
housekeep multiple systems into a more streamlined
technical landscape. Sometimes, it takes a big shakeup like this to force us in the right direction.
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THE FINTECH
DISRUPTION

IN INDIA
According to a recent study, India
is home to more than 687 million
active internet users as of January
2020, making it the second-largest
internet market after China.
Interestingly, in 2019, the number
of rural users surpassed urban
internet users by a margin of 10%.
This number has only grown in
2020. Hence, the country’s rural
space is ripe for disruption by newage fintech players, and the future
will see them capturing this market
segment on the back of effective
digital-first solutions specifically
designed for rural consumers.
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Key aspects of disruption:
•

Financial inclusion and a mobile-first economy

•

Neo-banking

•

Digital payments

•

Alternative lending

•

InsurTech and WealthTech

•

Chatbots and IA (Intelligent Automation)

•

Risk evaluation through AI/ ML

•

Cybersecurity

Financial Inclusion and a Mobile-First Economy
A large portion of the Indian population has been
excluded from the formal financial system, due to
a lack of awareness about the benefits of formal
banking and the inability of traditional FS players
to serve this segment in a cost-effective manner.
However, since the launch of governmental schemes,
including Jan Dhan Yojana and Direct Benefit Transfer,
and the increase in internet penetration in rural
India, there has been a marked rise in awareness
levels of FS products. The traditionally unbanked and
underbanked population that was earlier averse to
accessing formal FS products is now embracing them.
However, the incumbents have been unable to meet
their requirements. This has paved the way for FinTech
to serve this segment across the country with low-cost
and digitized products.
FinTech solutions are being created to cater to the
evolving needs of the young Indian consumer with
a median age of 28.2 years. These consumers are
tech-savvy, spend considerable time (approximately
130 minutes per day for premium segment users)
on their smartphones, and are open to accessing
financial products on digital platforms. In addition, FS
players have to match consumers’ rising appetites for
digitization, with the bar for customer experience set
high by non-FS technology players.
All these factors have led to FS players offering digital
services, forcing incumbents to rethink their business
models and collaborate with start-ups or offer services
through their own digital platforms.

Neobanking
Neo banks are the new-age interpretation of banking
services.
In contrast to conventional banks, which may offer
digital services but usually rely on their physical
branches, neo-banks are digital-only financial
institutions. Neo-banks do not have a physical
presence. Every process is digitized, and everything
can be done from the bank’s website or a smartphone
app.
India has not been left behind in the neo-banking
arena, and the country has seen many players
budding over the last few years, with the COVID crisis
only boosting the market.
These include both funded and non-funded neo
banking FinTech. Currently, there are around 27 active
internet-first banks (neo-banks) in India with a total VC
funding amounting to over USD 111 million. Further, the
total funding for neo-banks has only increased over
the last two years.
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Indian digital payments have witnessed exponential
growth in the last 5 years. In August 2020, UPI
surpassed Amex in terms of annual digital transactions,
registering with 18 billion transactions vs Amex’s
8 billion. In addition, the rise of digital commerce;
innovation in payments technology using AI;
blockchain; the Internet of Things (IoT) and real time
payments; and the introduction of mobile point of
sale (POS) devices have led to a reduction in the cost
of acceptance infrastructure and also contributed to
growth.

Old bank

Neobank

Alternative Lending
This is another area witnessing disruption in the
FinTech space, with many new-age start-ups leveraging
non-traditional credit data such as location, purchase
behavior, transactions, and phone data for more
comprehensive risk profiling using AI and ML.
Furthermore, there is also huge market opportunity
to offer new-age products like P2P lending, invoice
financing, pay-later loans, mobile lending, and digital
mortgages, mainly to rural markets and MSMEs.

Digital payments
Payments have been at the forefront of India’s digital
revolution, with digital payment transaction volumes
worth USD 5 trillion averaging about 100 million a
day. The launch of UPI by the National Payments
Corporation of India (NPCI) has resulted in the roll-out
of interoperable payment services amongst FinTech
and incumbent institutions, leading to the widespread
adoption of digital payments across merchants and
customers.

0 TO 1BN IN 3 YRS
1,000+
Aug 16

0.1

Aug 16
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How P2P Lending Works?

Loan Agreement
Lenders

Borrowers
P2P Platform

InsurTech and WealthTech
This refers to the practice of using technology-based
innovations to drive disruptions across the insurance
and wealth management value chain and achieve cost
efficiencies and product democratization.
There are two types of key players in this market – first,
the aggregators, marketplaces allowing retail consumers to compare options from various insurance companies, banks, and NBFCs; and second, those who are
leading the way in non-traditional areas like paperless
banking.
Digital payment players are also forging their way into
areas like e-gold and ETFs directly accessible from
their wallet apps.
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Chatbots and IA (Intelligent Automation)
In today’s age of hyper-personalization, FS chatbots
have become ubiquitous, evolving from a simple digital tool to a virtual private assistant. Not only new-age
players, but even all incumbents in the industry are
now using technology to personalize experience at
nearly all touch points with customers.

devices by using biometric sensors such as fingerprint
scanners, one-time passwords (OTPs), and codegenerating applications.
Although organizations have begun implementing
security measures, more efforts are required to
unearth and manage new risks inherent in emerging
technologies.
Conclusion
The Indian FinTech space has developed very quickly
in the last few years and remains extremely exciting
for all – from investors to customers and even people
working in this industry.
If you are interested in a career in FinTech – check out
opportunities on career.luxoft.com.

Further, IA is allowing organizations to automate a
wide set of activities, from simple rule-based tasks
to complex ones such as data analysis and decision
making.
Risk Evaluation through AI/ML
Advances in ML and cloud computing have allowed
organizations to crunch vast amounts of data. This,
in turn, has allowed them to evaluate emerging risks
by continuously enriching their risk models via selflearning to ensure consistent risk factoring.
This is helping even insurance and FS companies in
decision-making systems, from underwriting to credit
decisioning.
Cybersecurity
The emergence of data ubiquity has brought the key
issues of data ownership and data governance to the
fore, compelling organizations to take efforts to tackle
them.
FS organizations are moving away from conventional
authentication protocols such as Personal
Identification Numbers (PINs) and passwords to
more robust mechanisms such as multifactor
authentication. Moreover, these authentication
services are increasingly delivered through mobile
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ESP-32
JOURNEY TO
THE CLOUD
It is perfectly fine to create software that runs on an ESP32 to collect data, but if we
don’t do anything with that data, it is a bit pointless. With that in mind, and the fact
that the Azure tutorials I can find only support STS tokens and not x509 certificates, I
decided to write this article.
Something I have been wondering over the last few years and never got around to
proving the efficacy of was the following question: if I put an x509 certificate on a
device, could I get it to connect to both AWS and Azure, but not at the same time?
This article will show you it is possible, but there are a few hurdles to jump over, like the
fact that the Azure SDK kit for embedded devices does not support x509 certificates.
Well you may be able to, but you have to use ESP-IDF and the latest Azure SDK
developed by ESPRESSIF for Microsoft. I have not tried it, as I wanted to use Arduino.

Why Not Google Cloud Platform (GCP)?
I will not cover Google Cloud Platform as it currently stands. I believe it is not fully featured enough,
although I expect it will be in the next year if Google doesn’t take their usual “it’s-not-making-moneyso-let’s-kill-it” approach. GCP has survived for a few years now, so it just may survive. In addition, last
year GCP gave up competing with AWS as an IAAS platform and went their own way, which I am glad
about. We don’t need another AWS look-alike, but something different. Multi-cloud is an option some
companies need, and we could now have a 3rd global player.
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As the old saying goes, “a journey of a 1000 steps
begins with the 1st step,” so let’s start.
I have made the source code and documentations
public in a GitHub repository at https://github.com/
gbd77rc/esp32-iot-x509.git. This repository was
originally just going to be for the x509 article, but I will
be extending it.
There are many short tutorials across the internet
that are tangential to this subject, but nothing to really

show the journey of how to get a device securely
connected to the cloud and visualize the data. This
article will cover how to do device development, cloud
registration, and data ingestion. I will try to keep the
costs of the cloud minimal by using the free tier where
I can, or by showing you how to quickly undeploy.

Throughout this journey, I will introduce some TLA. I
acquired most of the meanings below from Wikipedia.

Terminology

Meaning

CA

Certificate Authority - an entity that issues digital certificates
Certificate Signing Request - the request needed to generate a certificate

CSR
JITR

Just In Time Registration - the ability to allow devices to automatically register with a cloud
provider when they first switch on and have access to the internet.

OTA

Over The Air - the process by which firmware/configurations can be remotely updated/
replaced

SOC

System On a Chip - a circuit (also known as a "chip") that integrates all or most components
of a computer or other electronic system

TLA

Three Letter Acronym - way of making a phrase with two or more words shorter by only
using the first letters of the words: Three letter acronyms are very common in the world of
computers!
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The device we are developing will contain the
following telemetry data points:
• T emperature/humidity detection using a DHT-22
sensor
• GPS for outdoor positioning
• Connected WiFi signal strength detection
A follow-up article will cover how to use the WiFi signal
strength of nearby routers and a bit of math to work
out the device’s indoor location. It will also cover how
to apply this new feature to the device using OTA. I will
also cover JITR as well.
Why the multiple sensors? Good question, and the
answer is that I want to show how to use tasks within
Arduino that run at different times and on different
cores as the ESP32 dual core SOC.
The device will make use of Shadow/Device Twin
features for configuration as well as telemetry data
and standard topics for telemetry data. There is an
issue with Azure Device Twin in that it does not support
JSON arrays, so if you want to send GeoJson data,
you have to use standard topics.
The device could have used standard topics for control
messages, but I wanted to show off these extra cloud
features.
We are going to create the device using the
components listed below. Links will redirect you to the
UK Amazon website. You will have to change to your
own Amazon region or use similar websites to source
the components.
• E
 SP32 Module OLED Display WiFi Development
Board https://www.amazon.co.uk/gp/product/
B076P8GRWV

I also used a breadboard to hold the components and
used 3 LEDs to indicate status. I have not included
links, as I am sure you can source these parts without
additional help.
The GPS External Ariel and U.FL Mini PCI to SMA are
really only needed if you want to program the device
inside a warm environment. I know you can sometimes
get a satellite lock indoors, but it’s not reliable, as you
need line of sight for the lock.
ESP32 Soc
This board has some nice features such as a built-in
WiFi controller, 8MB of flash storage, and low power
draw when in deep sleep (800uA) to name a few.
There is a different version of the board that supports
LoRAN communication as well. If I have time at the
end, I will try to incorporate that version into this setup.
Multiple Threads aka Task
The ESP32 device has two cores. This allows for
multiple processes and tasks to be performed at once.
Timing is an issue here, with possible race conditions
that could follow, such as reading pins that share the
same hardware interrupts. That being said, some tasks
will take Mutex before checking the sensor, and then
hand Mutex back when finished. This should stop any
race conditions.
Not all tasks will need to be run on core zero, either.
We will see what the balance is like during the
development. The check for cloud messages can be
run on core one along with other standard functions
for display and loop functions. Arduino uses core one
for its setup and loop functions by default.
Power Sources
So how are we going to power it? Good question.
When you program the device, it will get power from
the USB port, but if you want to use it in isolation, then
you need an external power source.

• G
 PS External Ariel SMA https://www.amazon.
co.uk/gp/product/B00LXRQY9A

The EPS32 development board accepts 5v via the USB
connector, but the battery connector underneath only
seems to accept 3.7v from a lithium battery. So when
connected, the 5v pin only reads 1.4v. This is a problem
in that the GPS needs between 3.3v and 5v, the closer
to 5v the better, to get a satellite fix. I tried a step-up
DC to DC regulator and made sure the output voltage
was 5.1v, but the 5v pin still reads 1.4v.

• D
 SD Tech DHT22 https://www.amazon.co.uk/gp/
product/B07CM2VLBK

The ESP32 board has an onboard voltage regulator,
so we don’t need to worry about frying the ESP32 chip

• G
 PS NEO-6M https://www.amazon.co.uk/gp/
product/B0783H7BLW
• U
 .FL Mini PCI to SMA Female https://www.
amazon.co.uk/gp/product/B01LPXGJ2I
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itself, and I think this is where we run into difficulties, but I am still waiting for information from the manufacturer
about the 3.3v and 5v power pins and acceptable power inputs. As a side note, the power pins do not switch off
when you tell the ESP32 chip to go into deep sleep mode.
Building the Device
I have already pre-soldered the ESP32 Development board. From the photos, you can see that I am not great at
soldering.

The following circuit diagram will help with the connecting of pins.
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Testing LED
The LED has a negative and positive leg. It is important
that you get them the right way round, or else, at best,
it does not light up or, at worst, you will blow it. I have
not seen them blow up with these types of setups,
but if you apply enough voltage, they can. Generally,
the short leg is negative and the long leg is positive.
But say you have cut the legs to fit a circuit, how can
you tell the difference? The best way I have found is
using a multimeter. They generally have a diode tester
option. (At least that’s what I call it. I bet someone will
correct me here.)
LED checking
Connect the negative and positive probes and the LED
should light up. Switch the probes around if not. Now
you know which side is negative.
Side note: you need to use a resistor to limit the
current being used on the ESP32 pins. I am using a
330ohm resistor for each LED. This may not be the
correct value, depending on the LED color, but it
should not cause any real problem. The main problem
will be that the LED will not be as bright as it could be.
They are connected from the GPIO pin to the LED to
the resistor to the GND pin.
Wiring up the Device
Now, using a breadboard, I have added pre-cut wires
and sensors. These can be sourced from Amazon as
well.

16
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Now press the ESP32 WiFi board into the breadboard. Be very careful here, as pressing down too hard on the
display edge will break it.
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Front View
Once the external aerial is connected and the end
of the GPS antenna is placed outside or has a direct
line of sight to the sky, you are ready to power it. Make
sure that, if you have double-glazed windows that you
open the window if you can because that can also
cause interference. The GPS LED (satellite fix) will start
to flash between 5 seconds to a minute after power is
applied. If you leave it powered, it should come alive.
If after 5 minutes nothing is seen, either the antenna
does not have line of sight to the satellites, you don’t
have enough power going to the GPS, or it is broken.
Those are generally the only reasons it will not work.
Now getting something sensible from it is a different
story. As long as the RX and TX pins are connected
correctly, the ESP 32 should be able communicate
with it.
Firmware Development
I will not be going thought the firmware line by line, as
that would be boring. I will leave it up to you to decide
if you wish to do that. Instead, I will explain each
library and what to look out for.

cloud interaction, formatting, docker/containers, etc.
This is a great open source IDE. It can be a bit limiting
sometimes, depending on the language you are using.
With the PlatformIO extension install, you should see
the following navigation icon in the Activity Bar
When selected, you should see the following in the
Sidebar.
The important options are as follows:
PROJECT TASKS
Build
Upload
Monitor
Upload File System image
Erase Flash
Devices
Test
Check
Pre-Debug
Clean
Verbose Build
Verbose Upload

IDE Platform
The recommended IDE from Platform.io is to use
Visual Studio Code (https://code.visualstudio.
com/download) and to use the Platform.io
extension. This can be found in the extension
marketplace (https://marketplace.visualstudio.
com/items?itemName=platformio.platformio-ide).
Personally, I have a lot more extensions added for

Remote Upload
Remote Monitor
Remote Devices
Remote Test
Update project libraries
Rebuild IntelliSense Index

Option

Meaning

BUILD

Used to test compilation locally.

UPLOAD

Used to flash the device of the compiled code. It will detect if it needs compilation again.

MONITOR

Used to monitor the serial communication that the device uses. See the Logging library
for details. By the time the monitor is connected, the device may have been running for a
few seconds. Just press the reset button to see the log from the start.

UPLOAD FILE

This will load on the flash all the files and
folder in the data folder.<br /> <br /><br
/>See the SPIFF https://docs.espressif.
com/projects/esp-idf/en/latest/esp32/
api-reference/storage/spiffs.html
documentation on how to read/write files
from the device. This is required whenever
the config.json or replacement certificates
are changed. As the PlatformIO system
knows where the folder is, it will upload the
image to device.

SYSTEM IMAGE

System On a Chip - a circuit (also known as a "chip") that integrates all or most
components of a computer or other electronic system
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Along with the IDE, you will need the following cloudprovided command line tools.
• A
 zure Cli installation instructions (https://docs.
microsoft.com/en-us/cli/azure/install-azurecli?view=azure-cli-latest).
• AWS Cli installation instructions (https://docs.aws.
amazon.com/cli/latest/userguide/install-cliv2.
html).
Programming Language
The firmware is going to be written in C/C++ version
11, so we are not going to be using any of the fancy
features that 14 and 17 give. That being said, we don’t
really need them.
Platformio.ini File
If you open up the platformio.ini file in the root of the
GitHub repo, you will notice this section:
[platformio]

All developed libraries are in the lib folder. By the time
this is published, you should find the .cpp and .h files
that contain the library and a readme.md that will
explain it, in each subfolder.
Configuration
This library will have two classes defined in it. The
BaseConfigInfoClass is really just an interface that
each class needing to handle configuration must
inherit from. The ConfigClass handles the actual
loading/saving of the configuration file and the logic
around when to save. We don’t want to save always,
as there is a limit to the number of times the flash
memory can be written to.
The ConfigClass does make uses of the LogInfoClass,
so you may think there is a race/deadlock condition
here, as logging requires configuration. It does not, as
it just sets the level that the log messages are sent to
the serial port and nothing else.

data _ dir = firmware/data

The single instance name is Configuration.

include _ dir = firmware/include

Third-Party ArduinoJson Library
The configuration library depends heavily on the
ArduinoJSON (https://arduinojson.org/) v6 library for
the handling of the JSON file. I would recommended
at least reading their common errors and problems
section.

src _ dir = firmware/src

lib _ dir = firmware/lib

Normally, this would not be included. As I will be
including multiple different projects in this repo and
you generally keep them all self-contained, I have
added it in.
I have added the following into the project section of
the platform.ini file:
upload _ port = /dev/cu.SLAB _ USBtoUART
monitor _ port = /dev/cu.SLAB _ USBtoUART

This is because I have multiple USB ports on my Mac
and don’t want to have to specify which port to use
when I upload to the device or use the monitoring
tool. You can either remove these entries or update
them to your USB port identifier.
I have noticed on Windows that the COM port
identifier increments at random times if it thinks the
port is in use between uploads. This may have been a
quirk in my system.
Libraries
The firmware will use a mix of third-party libraries or
those we make ourselves. All third party libraries are
registered in the platformio.ini file in the lib_deps
setting.

Logging
The logging library uses the configuration to
determine which level it will report on. The single
instance name is LogInfo. Why LogInfo? Basically
because there is another third-party library that uses
Logging as their instance name, so to avoid conflicts, I
renamed mine.
Example of Logging Output
398:VRB:1:CPU Id is 105783B5AA8C
• 3
 98: - the milliseconds since the start of the
device
• VRB: - the log level
• 1: - the core ID that the log was created on
• CPU Id is 105783B5AA8C - the actual message
LED Control
There are three LEDs to control. These will convey the
status to the local environment. Possible statuses are
as follows:
The blinking state will be handled by a separate
task. This task will check a state flag, and if set, will
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Colour

State

Meaning

RED (POWER)

BLINKING

Initializing the device

RED

STEADY

Working normally

RED

OFF

Deep sleep mode or powered off

GREEN (WIFI)

BLINKING

Trying to connect to the WiFi router

GREEN

STEADY

Connected to the internet

GREEN

OFF

If the power is on and steady, then the device can’t connect to the
WiFi or there is no internet.

BLUE (CLOUD)

BLINKING

Trying to connect to the cloud provider or the device is sending/
receiving data

BLUE

STEADY

Successfully connected to the cloud

BLUE

OFF

Cannot connect to the cloud, waiting for reboot to try again

automatically set the LED on/off depending on the
state flag and then delete itself.
This library relies on the ESP32 analogWrite (https://
github.com/ERROPiX/ESP32_AnalogWrite) library
as ESP32 does not support the standard Arduino
analogWrite function. This allows you to write a
percentage value for the brightness (0 to 100%)
instead of the 0 for off or 1 for fully on.
Interestingly, this library uses Task Notification
functions (https://docs.espressif.com/projects/espidf/en/latest/esp32/api-reference/system/freertos.
html#CPPv411xTaskNotify12TaskHandlet8uint32_
t13eNotifyAction) to control blinking on or off.

The single instance name is OledDisplay.
Environment Sensor
This library will handle environment sensor reading. It
will wrap the SimpleDHT (https://github.com/winlinvip/
SimpleDHT) library. It will make sure the reading of the
sensor is done on core 0.
The single instance name is EnvSensor.
GPS Sensor
This library will handle GPS sensor reading. It will
wrap the TinyGPSPlus (https://github.com/mikalhart/
TinyGPSPlus) library to translate the data recieved
on Serial Port 2. It will make sure the reading of the
sensor is done on core 0.

The single instance name is LedInfo.
The single instance name is GpsSensor.
Device Information
This library is a catch all one in that it contains the
actual full ID, location, and wake up details at the very
least. During development, if there are other options
that are specific to the device, they may appear here.
The single instance name is DeviceInfo.
Display Information
This library controls and prints information to the
embedded OLED display. It is a wrapper for the U8g2
(https://github.com/olikraus/U8g2_Arduino) library,
which knows how to communicate with the display.
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WiFi Information
This library will control how the ESP32 will connect to
the internet. The single instance name is WiFiInfo.
The device will automatically switch to WPS mode
under the following conditions:
1.
2.
3.

If it has never been liked to a router
If it cannot find the previous router
If It cannot connect in a timely manner to an
existing router
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WiFi
This will display the seconds that the device has waited
for, but only if it is waiting for WPS mode. The user is
able to press the router’s WPS button and reset teh
ESP32 to try again. During testing, I found that it asks
for WPS once every ten resets. I just had to reset it
again to connect automatically.
I leave it to the reader to add a code to automatically
reset if it detects the router’s SSID within range (DB
strength).
NTP Information
This library will get the date/time from the internet.
Basically, the ESP32 does not have an onboard clock/
battery for the date/time, but it does record the
processor tick count since powering on. It will wrap
the NTP Client (https://github.com/arduino-libraries/
NTPClient) library. It adds in the extra functions for
formatting date/time that the standard library does
not support.
The single instance name is NTPInfo.
Wakeup Information
This library will handle when to sleep and when to
wake up. It wraps the ESP Sleep Modes (https://docs.
espressif.com/projects/esp-idf/en/latest/esp32/apireference/system/sleep_modes.html). We will go into
deep sleep mode.

How long the device remains in sleep mode and
when it enters into sleep mode can be controlled via
configuration.
The single instance name is WakeUp.
Cloud Information
This device is useless unless it can connect to the
cloud and report on its sensors. The library has
both Azure and AWS implementations as they share
a common configuration, CloudInfo, as well as a
common base class, BaseCloudProvider. Most of
the code to do the actual publish/subscribe and
connecting is handled by the base class. The individual
instances handle the topic- and server-configurationrelated data.
The single instance name is CloudInfo.
Device Configuration
The following information describes the configuration
file layout and how it relates to the device.
{
“logInfo”: {
},

“level”: “ALL”

“ledInfo”: {

“brightness”: 100,
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“cloud”: 25,

“endpoint”: “”,

“power”: 27

“sendTelemetry”: true,

“wifi”: 26,
},

“port”: 8883,

“sendDeviceTwin”: true,

“gpsSensor”: {

“enabled”: true,

},

“tx”: 23,

“azure”: {

“rx”: 22,

“baud”: 9600,
},

“sampleRate”: 1000

“scale”: 1,

“sampleRate”: 20000

}

}

}

Log Info Element

“device”: {

“prefix”: “OT”,

Internally, the device will echo various log messages
to Serial Port 1. The levels that will be logged to this
port are:

“wakeup”: 1200,
“sleep”: 60,

“location”: “<UNKNOWN>”

“cloud”: {

“provider”: “azure”,
“certs”: {

},

“ca”: “/cloud/console-aws-com.

pem”

“data”: 14,

vice-cert.pem”,

},

“aws”: {

“enabled”: true,

},

“ca”: “/cloud/portal-azure-com.

pem”

“envSensor”: {

},

“intervalSeconds”: 45

“certificate”: “/cloud/de“key”: “/cloud/device.key”

“iotHub”: {

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Off
Error
Warning
Information
Verbose
All

The level will determine which message types are
echoed. For example, if the level is set to “Warning,”
then only “Error” and “Warning” messages will be
sent.

Name

Default
Value

BRIGHTNESS

100

How bright the LEDs will be. It is a percentage value. Zero is
off and 100 is fully bright.

YES

CLOUD

25

Pin number that the LED is connected to.

NO

WIFI

26

Pin number that the LED is connected to.

NO

POWER

27

Pin number that the LED is connected to.

NO

Meaning

Cloud
Updatable?

GPS Sensor Element
The sensor retrieves information on latitude, longitude, altitude, direction, speed, and the number of satellites
that are locked on. The configuration is for the pin numbers used to communicate with the GPS sensor. As with all
UART Protocol (https://www.circuitbasics.com/basics-uart-communication/#:~:text=UART%20stands%20for%20
Universal%20Asynchronous,transmit%20and%20receive%20serial%20data.) devices, the RX and TX get crossed over.
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Name

Default
Value

Meaning

Could Be
Cloud Updatable

ENABLED

TRUE

Is the GPS reading enabled or not

YES

TX

23

Transmission pin

NO

RX

22

Receiving pin

NO

BAUD

9600

The speed at which the GPS will transmit its information

YES

SAMPLERATE

5000

How many milliseconds to wait between GPS readings

YES

Env Sensor Element
The sensor will retrieve the current temperature and humidity. The sensor being used for this is the DHT-22, which
has a bigger range and is more sensitive.
Temperature Range: -40 to 80 °C +/- 5°C
Humidity Range: 0 - 100% +/- 2.5%

Name

Default
Value

Meaning

Could Be
Cloud Updatable

ENABLED

TRUE

The Env Sensor is enabled/not enabled

YES

DATA

14

The pin the data is read from

NO

SCALE

1

The temperate scale to display the information in.<br /><br
/>Celsius = 1<br />Kelvin = 2<br />Fahrenheit = 3

YES

SAMPLERATE

20000

How many milliseconds to wait between reading the Env

YES

Device Info Element
This is the ESP32 device-related information.
Could
Be Cloud
Updatable

Name

Default
Value

PREFIX

OT

Prefixes the CPU ID to give it a more identifiable ID. It’s short
here so that it will fit on the OLED display, but can be any
length. It’s not settable via the cloud, as it will make up the
device ID, which is common name in the x509 certificate on
the device. The cloud provides a check that the CN is the
same as the device ID when connecting.

NO

WAKEUP

1200

Number of seconds the device will sleep before waking up.

YES

SLEEP

60

The minimum number of seconds that the device will stay
awake before going into deep sleep mode. The minimum
time between initializing and sending out data is 25 seconds.

YES

This is a friendly name for the location where the device is

YES

LOCATION

Meaning
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Cloud Info Element
This element controls how the device connects to the cloud.

Name

Default
Value

PROVIDER

AZURE

Could
Be Cloud
Updatable

Meaning
The cloud we are connecting to. Only azure and AWS are
currently available.

NO

CERTS

This element contains the actual device’s certificate and key

NO

IOTHUB

This element contains the information about what the cloudprovided MQTT endpoints are.

NO

AZURE

Contains the public key for the Azure IoT Hub

NO

AWS

Contains the public key for AWS IoT Core

NO

Meaning

Could Be
Cloud Updatable

Certs Element

Name

Default
Value

CERTIFIATE

/CLOUD/
DEVICECERT.PEM

The file that contains the CN of the device.

NO

KEY

/CLOUD/
DEVICE.
KEY

The private key that will encrypt the communication between
the device and the cloud provider. The cloud provider will
have the public key to decrypt this information.

NO

This element contains the public key for AWS IoT Core

NO

Meaning

Could Be
Cloud Updatable

The actual endpoint to the MQTT broker

NO

AWS

IotHub Element

Name

Default
Value

ENDPOINT
PORT

8883

The port number the MQTT broker is listening on. I would use
this one instead of 443, as it requires the cert to contain extra
information before it is allowed to connect.

NO

SENDTELEMETRY

TRUE

Should the device send data to the telemetry topic

YES

SENDDEVICETWIN

TRUE

Should the device send data to the shadow/device twin topic

YES

Azure Element
This is the public key that the cloud provider gives out
to decrypt information from them and is included in
the repository. The expiry is on 12th May, 2025.
The actual public key is pretty hard to find. The
entire cert is embedded in the Azure-IoT-SDK-C
certs.c (https://github.com/Azure/azure-iot-sdk-c/
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blob/master/certs/certs.c) file. The documentation
in iot-hub-mqtt-support.md (https://github.com/
MicrosoftDocs/azure-docs/blob/master/articles/
iot-hub/iot-hub-mqtt-support.md) also contains
information about it.
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AWS Element
This is the public key that the cloud provider gives out
to decrypt information from them and is included in
the repository. It expires on Jan. 17, 2038.
Unlike Azure, the AWS root certificate has a handy
link to download from: https://www.amazontrust.com/
repository/AmazonRootCA1.pem. I have downloaded
the RSA 2048 bit key and not the legacy one. The
information around this can be located in the server
authentication documents in the AWS IoT Developer
guide (https://docs.aws.amazon.com/iot/latest/
developerguide/server-authentication.html).

void setup()
{
Serial.begin(115200);
LogInfo.begin();
OledDisplay.begin();
LogInfo.log(LOG_VERBOSE, “CPU Id is %s”, LogInfo.
getUniqueId());
OledDisplay.displayLine(0, 10, “ID : %s”, LogInfo.
getUniqueId());
}

Device Certificate
Each device should have its own certificate with its
Common Name set to the device identifier. There are
two sides to secure communication; this article shows
how to create the certificates that the device will
use to encrypt the data and how the cloud-side will
decrypt the data. So that the device knows how to read
the data coming from the cloud, we will need a public
cert/key to do the decryption.
Device ID aka Common Name
The first step is to work out the device identifier. If
we were the manufacturer, then this would be part
of the automatic certificate creation process when
the device is produced. As we are not, then the
quickest way is to flash the following code to the ESP32
development board:
#include <Arduino.h>
#include <SPIFFS.h>
#include “LogInfo.h”
#include “Display.h”

This is done by replacing the connects of firmware/src/
main.cppfile with the above. Don’t worry – we won’t
lose the contents if you clone the repository. Just
revert the changes.
One you have updated the main.cpp, click on the
Platformio menu item and select Upload. It should
then build the source files and upload the binary to
the ESP32 development board.

void loop(){}

The OLED display should show
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As the prefix in the configuration is OT and the CPU
Id is 105783B5AA8C, then the actual device ID will be
OT-105783B5AA8C.

[ req _ distinguished _ name ]
countryName

= Country Name
(2 letter code)

From Root Certificate to Device Certificate
We need a private CA to generate the device
certificate and create a validation chain. Normally,
you would have a signing certificate generated from
a recognized CA like digicert (https://www.digicert.
com/).

countryName _ min

= 2

countryName _ max

= 2

0.organizationName

= Organizational

I am not associated with them, nor have ever brought
any certificates from them.
We don’t want the expense, so will create our own and
upload that to the cloud, which they allow. To follow
along, you need to make sure you have the OpenSSL
application installed on your OS. I use a Mac OSX
here, but it is available for Windows and Linux. The
command line may differ on Windows/Linux. You will
need to do some research on the command if it fails.
The file names and CA Common Name can be
changed to suit your needs. Just make them
consistent.
IMPORTANT
Keep these files safe or you will not be able to
generate other device certificates linked to the same
CA certificate.
Mac OSX OpenSSL Workaround
If you are using a Mac OSX, then it is more than likely
that it has LibraSSL installed. It does not have the
-addext option to the command, which is needed to
add the basicConstraints properties to the root CA
certificate. To get around this, do the following:
nano rootca.conf

organizationalUnitName

= Organizational
Unit Name (e.g.,
section)

commonName

= Common Name
(e.g., fully

qualified host name)
commonName _ max

= 64

This file does remove some of the fields that you
normally see, like state and email.
See the following GitHub issue; it will explain other
ways around this as well: https://github.com/jetstack/
cert-manager/issues/279
Step 1 - Create the CA Certificate.
This is a three-stage process. First, create an unique
private key.
▶ openssl genrsa -out dev-root-ca.key 4096
Generating RSA private key, 4096 bit long modulu
...............................................................................................++

e is 65537 (0x10001)

[ req ]
distinguished _
name

= req _ distinguished _
name

guished _ name
extensions

= v3 _ ca

req _ extensions

= v3 _ ca
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company)

...........................................++

Add this to the file.

basicConstraints

Name (e.g.,

= CA:TRUE

Then you need a certificate signing request (CSR) file.
The Common Name attribute should be some URI. It
does not need to exist, but should be the same in both
files.
openssl req -new -sha256 -key dev-root-ca.key
-nodes -out dev-root-ca.csr -config rootca.conf
You are about to be asked to enter information that
will be incorporated into your certificate request.
What you are about to enter is what is called a
Distinguished Name or a DN.
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There are quite a few fields but you can leave some
blank.
For some fields there will be a default value,
If you enter ‘.’, the field will be left blank.
----Country Name (2 letter code) []:GB
Organization Name (e.g., company) []:
Organizational Unit Name (e.g., section) []:
Common Name (e.g., fully qualified host name)
[]:devices.abc.com
Finally, you create the certificate from the key and
CSR:
openssl req -x509 -new -in dev-root-ca.csr -key devroot-ca.key -sha256 -days 365 -out dev-root-ca.pem
-config rootca.conf -extensions v3_ca

You are about to be asked to enter information that
will be incorporated into your certificate request.
What you are about to enter is what is called a
Distinguished Name or a DN.
There are quite a few fields but you can leave some
blank.
For some fields there will be a default value,
If you enter ‘.’, the field will be left blank.
----Country Name (2 letter code) []:GB
State or Province Name (full name) []:
Locality Name (e.g., city) []:
Organization Name (e.g., company) []:
Organizational Unit Name (e.g., section) []:
Common Name (e.g., fully qualified host name) []:OT105783B5AA8C
Email Address []:

You are about to be asked to enter information that
will be incorporated into your certificate request.
What you are about to enter is what is called a
Distinguished Name or a DN.
There are quite a few fields but you can leave some
blank. For some fields there will be a default value,
If you enter ‘.’, the field will be left blank.
-----

Please enter the following “extra” attributes to be sent
with your certificate request.

Country Name (2 letter code) []:GB
Organization Name (e.g., company) []:
Organizational Unit Name (e.g., section) []:
Common Name (e.g., fully qualified host name)
[]:devices.abc.com

Finally, let’s generate the x509 certificate that will be
placed on the device.

I have limited it to 365 days.

-CAcreateserial -out 105783B5AA8C-cert.pem
-sha256
Signature ok
subject=/C=GB/CN=OT-105783B5AA8C
Getting CA Private Key

Step 2 - Create the Device Certificate
This is also a three-stage process. First, create another
unique private key. These steps are repeated for every
device you wish to connect to the cloud.
openssl genrsa -out device.key 4096
Generating RSA private key, 4096 bit long modulus
........................................................................++
................................++
e is 65537 (0x10001)
As before, we need a csr. Make sure the Common
Name is set to the device ID. I would make the output
file name the CPU or Device ID. This way, multiple
CSR/PEM files can be created in the same directory.
openssl req -new -key device.key -out 105783B5AA8C.
csr

A challenge password []:
You will notice that the Common Name now contains
the Device ID that we retrieved earlier. You can add a
password if you like. It’s more secure if you do.

openssl x509 -req -in 105783B5AA8C.csr -CA devroot-ca.pem -CAkey dev-root-ca.key \

Step 3 - Update The Device
Copy the 105783B5AA8C-cert.pem and device.key
to the <clone repo>/firmware/data/cloud folder. As
the configuration is expecting device-cert.pem as
the certificate file name, I would rename it during the
copy process.
cp 105783B5AA8C-cert.pem <clone repo>/firmware/
data/cloud/device-cert.pem
cp device.key <clone repo>/firmware/data/cloud/
device.key
Once this is done, you will need to upload the file
system image to the device.
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“hostName”: “dev-ot-iot-hub.azure-devices.net”,
....
},
...
“type”: “Microsoft.Devices/IotHubs”

Step 4 - Azure CA Registration
I am assuming you have already created an Azure
subscription. To set the subscription in the command,
use the following:
az account set --subscription “<subscription name>”
There can only be one free IoT hub in a subscription,
so if you already created one, either use that one or
create a new one with an S1 tier. This will cost about
$25 a month at the time of writing this article.
So, with that being said, let’s create an IoT hub in
the subscription selected. The first step is to create
a Resource Group. You can apply subscriptions and
RBAC to the resource group to control who has access
and more. Resource groups need a default location
where the resources are to be created. I live in the UK,
so I am going to use the ukwest region code.
Signals that have unneeded properties and values
have been removed.

}
Now we are ready to upload the CA certificate we
created earlier.
▶ az iot hub certificate create --hub-name dev-ot-iothub --name dev-root-ca --path ./dev-root-ca.pem
There are two bits of information that are important
from the output.
{
“etag”: “AAAAAZDnDnY=”,
...
“name”: “dev-root-ca”,
“properties”: {
...
“isVerified”: false,
...
},
...
“type”: “Microsoft.Devices/IotHubs/Certificates”
}

They are the etag and isVerified. To change isVerified
from false to true, the following will need to be done:
az iot hub certificate generate-verification-code
--hub-name dev-ot-iot-hub --name dev-root-ca
--etag AAAAAZDnDnY=
Notice that the etag property on the command
must match the previous etag shown. etag changes
between updates. There is only one important bit from
the output, and that is the verificationCode.

az group create --name dev-ot-rg --location ukwest
{
“etag”: “AAAAAZDsxuE=”,
...
“name”: “dev-root-ca”,
“properties”: {
...
“verificationCode”: “92...81”
},
...
“type”: “Microsoft.Devices/IotHubs/Certificates”

az iot hub create --name dev-ot-iot-hub --resourcegroup dev-ot-rg --sku S1
Now the output we are interested in is the hostname,
which you updated the endpoint property of in the
iotHub element described previousily.
{- Finished ..
...
“location”: “ukwest”,
“name”: “dev-ot-iot-hub”,
“properties”: {
...
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}
The verificationCode is used as a CN for the certificate
we are going to generate. Make a note of the etag as
well.
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openssl req -new -key dev-root-ca.key -out
verification-azure.csr
You are about to be asked to enter information that
will be incorporated into your certificate request.
What you are about to enter is what is called a
Distinguished Name or a DN.
There are quite a few fields but you can leave some
blank
For some fields there will be a default value,
If you enter ‘.’, the field will be left blank.
----Country Name (2 letter code) []:GB
State or Province Name (full name) []:
Locality Name (e.g., city) []:
Organization Name (e.g., company) []:
Organizational Unit Name (e.g., section) []:
Common Name (e.g., fully qualified host name)
[]:92...81
Email Address []:

resource group, but you can tag resources to group
them. There is one IoT Core per region per account.
Now we will use the UK region. London is actually euwest-2, so that is the region code we will use.

Please enter the following ‘extra’ attributes to be sent
with your certificate request

{

Now version two of the CLI uses the default OS pager.
This can be a bit annoying if you just want the output
to appear next to the command or you need it to
be visible for the next command. So, to disable this
feature, you can do the following on Mac/Linux:
export AWS_PAGER=””
Unlike Azure, we can create a registration/verification
code before we upload the CA certificate. This code
does not change for the account, unlike the Azure
code.
aws iot get-registration-code

“registrationCode”: “d7...f7”
}

A challenge password []:
Let’s generate a key that the verification cert can use.
Now that we have csr, let’s generate the actual
certificate:

openssl genrsa -out verification-aws.key 4098

▶ openssl x509 -req -in verification-azure.csr -CA devroot-ca.pem -CAkey dev-root-ca.key -CAcreateserial
-out verification-azure.pem

Generating RSA private key, 2048 bit long modulus
.................+++
......................+++

Signature ok
subject=/C=GB/CN=92...81

e is 65537 (0x10001)

Getting CA Private Key
The verification certificate is now ready to be uploaded
to Azure. Remember to replace the etag you received
from the previous az command here.
▶ az iot hub certificate verify --etag AAAAAZDsxuE=
--hub-name dev-ot-iot-hub --path ./verificationazure.pem --name dev-root-ca

To create the CA verification certificate, use
the following and make sure the CN is the
registrationCode from the above output:
openssl req -new -key verification-aws.key -out
verification-aws.csr
You are about to be asked to enter information that
will be incorporated into your certificate request.
What you are about to enter is what is called a
Distinguished Name or a DN.

So now we can register the devices on Azure without
needing to generate primary/secondary tokens. Just
create the device with the device ID as the name. This
will be covered in the Cloud Registration section.

There are quite a few fields but you can leave some
blank.

Step 5 - AWS CA Registration
Now we can do the same thing with AWS IoT Core
as we did with Azure. There is no real concept of a

For some fields there will be a default value.
If you enter ‘.’, the field will be left blank.
-----
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Country Name (2 letter code) []:GB
State or Province Name (full name) []:
Locality Name (e.g., city) []:
Organization Name (e.g., company) []:
Organizational Unit Name (e.g., section) []:
Common Name (e.g., fully qualified host name) []:d...7
Email Address []:

This will show the list of registered CAs or, as in the
screen shot above, you will get the welcome to
registration page. Click on the “Register CA” button,
and it will give you the “Select a CA” screen. Since we
don’t have one registered yet, click on the “Register
CA” button.

Please enter the following ‘extra’ attributes to be sent
with your certificate request
A challenge password []
Again, we have the CSR, so let’s generate the actual
certificate.
openssl x509 -req -in verification-aws.csr -CA devroot-ca.pem -CAkey dev-root-ca.key -CAcreateserial
-out verification-aws.pem -days 365 -sha256
Signature ok

It will give you the steps required to generate the
verification certificate that we have already. You just
need to complete steps 5 and 6.

subject=/CN=d7...f7
Getting CA Private Key
Finally, we can register the CA and Verification certs in
one go.
aws iot register-ca-certificate --ca-certificate ./devroot-ca.pem --verification-certificate ./verificationaws.pem --set-as-active --allow-auto-registration
This command should work, but I have not been
able to get it. If I register the same files via the web
console, then it loads and registers fine. I will keep
investigating, but for the time being, we have the CA
on both Azure and AWS.
Steps To Register CA via the Portal
Log in to your AWS account, make sure the region is
set to the required one, then select IoT Core from the
service and select Secure->CAs from the nav menu.

Once you have selected the files and checked both
tick boxes, click on the “Register CA Certificate,” and it
should successfully load.

Cloud Registration
From the config.json, the cloud element can found
as described in the Cloud Info Element. We will test
Azure first. As you can see, I have defaulted the
provider property to this value. We will need to update
the endpoint to the hostname that was create in Step
4 - Azure CA Registraton. Don’t upload yet.
Register The Device On Azure
The following command will create and active the
device on Azure.
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▶ az iot hub device-identity create --hub-name
dev-ot-iot-hub --device-id OT-105783B5AA8C --am
x509_ca
The important part is the --device-id, which must
match the CN in the certificate on the device. There
is an issue with Azure and asymmetric keys, aka x509
and having the iotEdge flag enabled. It is currently
not supported. I have not tried OTA updates on an
Azure IoT device yet, so don’t know if this would cause
it to fail or not. I believe this flag is for the Azure IoT
Edge (https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/services/iotedge/) service. More investigation is required.
Now you run the Upload File System image command
to upload configuration and certificates, and then you
run the Upload command to build the code and flash
the device. Connect the device to a router using WPA,
and after a while the device will go to sleep. By then,
it should have sent a few device twin messages and
telemetry messages successfully to Azure.

Policy Creation
All ‘things’ have to be associated with a security policy
somehow, or they will not connect. I normally assign
the policy to a group – that way, you don’t have to
assign it individually. I will not cover how to use policy/
permissions. That can be learned via AWS’s own
documentation (https://docs.aws.amazon.com/iot/
latest/developerguide/iot-policies.html). If you want
a full lock-down device, then it may be a good idea to
place individual policies per thing. This policy would
have specific ARN on the resources that it can access.
Now, that being said, I did try to use a policy with
generic ARN to limit the devices to specific wildcard
topics. This did not work; it kept getting handshake
errors during the TLS negotiation phase. In the end, I
used full wildcard for the resource ARN.
{
“Version”: “2012-10-17”,
“Statement”: [
{
“Action”: [
“iot:Connect”
],
“Effect”: “Allow”,
“Resource”: “*”
},
{
“Action”: [
“iot:Subscribe”
],
“Effect”: “Allow”,
“Resource”: “*”
},
{
“Action”: [
“iot:Publish”,
“iot:Receive”
],
“Effect”: “Allow”,
“Resource”: “*”
},
{
“Action”: [
“iot:DeleteThingShadow”,
“iot:GetThingShadow”,
“iot:UpdateThingShadow”
],
“Effect”: “Allow”,
“Resource”: “*”
}
]

The following command will show the device twin
document.
▶ az iot hub device-twin show --device-id OT105783B5AA8C --hub-name dev-ot-iot-hub
I have not shown the output, as it is big. If you don’t
see anything in the reported element, then there is
something wrong. Use the Monitor command and
restart the device to see if there are any issues.
Register The Device On AWS
There is a lot more involvement required on the AWS
side of things. Talking of things, AWS has the concept
of Thing types (https://docs.aws.amazon.com/iot/
latest/developerguide/thing-types.html). This allows
you to group things together and store common
configurations associated with all things or devices.
This makes management of the things easier. As this is
a simple system, we will not worry about it for now, as
it is optional.
During the writing of this article, AWS released a new
feature on IoT Core Shadow. This is called Named
Shadow. Basically, it allows multiple Shadows to be
assigned to a device. It is explained here: https://aws.
amazon.com/about-aws/whats-new/2020/07/aws-iotcore-now-supports-multiple-shadows-for-a-singleiot-device/. We still use the what is called the classic
shadow. I will create an additional article later in the
year to explain how to use this new feature.

}
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This policy will allow the device to connect, create,
update, and delete its own shadow and publish/
subscribe to any topic. Create a text file called ot-iotpolicy.json, copy the above policy json into it, and save it.
Using the following command, you should be able to
create the policy:

{
“thingGroupName”: “ot-devices”,
“thingGroupArn”: “arn:aws:iot:eu-west-2:<account
id>:thinggroup/ot-devices”,
“thingGroupId”: “ae...f53”
}

aws iot create-policy --policy-name ot-iot-devicepolicy --policy-document file://ot-iot-policy.json

Time to attach the policy to the group. Just make sure
the <account id> is your account ID.

Now make sure you use the IoT policy create
command and not the IAM one or you will spend an
hour trying to work out why you can’t attach it to the
group like I did!

aws iot attach-policy --target “arn:aws:iot:eu-west2:<account id>:thinggroup/ot-devices” --policy-name
“ot-iot-device-policy”

As we are going to connect this policy to a thing
group, we need to create the group:
aws iot create-thing-group --thing-group-name otdevices
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Registration
The following command will create and activate
the device on AWS. It follows the single-thing
provision (https://docs.aws.amazon.com/iot/latest/
developerguide/provision-w-cert.html) concept.
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}
},
“Resources” : {
“thing” : {
“Type” : “AWS::IoT::Thing”,
“OverrideSettings”:{
“AttributePayload”:”MERGE”,
“ThingGroups”:”DO_NOTHING”
},
“Properties” : {
“AttributePayload” : { “version” : “v1”},
“ThingGroups” : [“ot-devices”],
“ThingName” : { “Ref” : “DeviceId”}
}
},
“certificate” : {
“Type” : “AWS::IoT::Certificate”,
“Properties” : {
“CertificateId”: {“Ref” : “CertificateId”}
}
}
}

Unlike Azure, you have to register the certificate
before you can connect the device. Now, using the file
created in Step 2 - Create the Device Certificate, do
the following:
aws iot register-certificate --certificate-pem
file://105783B5AA8C-cert.pem --ca-certificate-pem
file://dev-root-ca.pem --set-as-active
{
“certificateArn”: “arn:aws:iot:eu-west-2::cert/73...e1”,
“certificateId”: “73...e1”
}

Now if you get Invalid Certificate, then the possible
answer is you created a certificate without the -sha256
flag.
Make a note of the certificateId; you will need it.
A provisioning template for single use is required.
If JITP is used, then you could have assigned this
template to the CA certificate. The following template
will be used:

}
Using that template, we can create the following
command. Pay attention to the --parameters option:

{
aws iot register-thing \
--template-body

“Parameters” : {
“DeviceId” : {
“Type” : “String”
},
“CertificateId” : {
“Type” : “String”
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A GLANCE
AT AVALOQ
IMPLEMENTATION
in Singapore and
Australia

Avaloq is the name of both the financial technology service provider and its core
banking system solution. The company mainly offers Avaloq as its wealth management
platform business process as a service (BPAAS) and software as a service (SAAS). It
has built R&D centers in Zurich, Edinburgh, and Manila as well as service centers in
Switzerland, Singapore, and Germany. The Avaloq platform features all core banking
products for both high-net-worth clients and retail investors, while adapting to each
individual market and client with regards to local investment suites and regulatory
requirements.
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As a core banking system, Avaloq offers a wide range of features that can be grouped as below (Note that this
diagram focuses on the Singapore and Australia implementations):
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Wealth Management in Singapore
Singapore has established itself of one of the leading
private banking and wealth management centers,
both globally and in Asia. High-net-worth individuals
choose Singapore for sound regulations, political
stability, low tax, and easy access to both global and

regional financial markets as well as full suite of wealth
management services. Singapore’s listed local banks
– DBS, OCBC, and UOB, with a total market value of
SGD $150 billion –have seen an average of 18% YoY
growth in wealth management income. DBS is eyeing
a 7 to 8% annual growth in assets under management
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FY19 Wealth
Management Income
(SGD)

YoY
Growth

Asset under
Management (AUM)

YoY
Growth

Percentage of Total
Income

DBS

$3.08 billion

16%

$245 billion

11%

48%

OCBC

$3.40 billion

20%

$158 billion

15%

31%

UOB

$641 million

18%

-

-

31% (of total net fee and
comission income)

(AUM) over the next couple of years to bring its AUM
to SGD $300 billion by 2023.
Among those three main local banks, DBS chose
to use Avaloq as its private banking solution. The
implementation of the Avaloq banking suite in DBS
Hong Kong took 18 months from start to finish, with
Avaloq leading the project. The later implementation
for DBS Singapore took 13 months to complete in 2010.
The initial implementation laid out the foundation for
the basic core features like customer on-boarding
and maintenance, credit management, stock trading,
derivative products processing, and customer
reporting. From then on, DBS had a couple of
acquisitions of foreign wealth management businesses
and invested heavily in digital transformation to
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expand the product offerings to target wider investor
segments and improve straight-through processing.
It rolled out a human-robo investment service for
beginner investors in November 2019.
In terms of customer segments, DBS has tailored
products and services based on investor investible
asset levels.
In terms of products and services offerings, entry
level investors can access DBS’s online equity trading
system with market research insights and foreign
currency investments, while private banking clients
can access the full range of products and services.
The main difference between DBS offerings and their
counterparts in the Australian market is the emphasis
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on access to global stock markets and the wide range
of derivative products including OTC options, interest
rate swaps, arbitrage, accumulator, decumulator,
pivot, notes with equity, FX, and commodity underlying
assets.
Avaloq in Australia
Avaloq entered in Australian market after acquiring
Westpac’s wealth management subsidiary, BT
Financial Group, as its first customer. They started
working on a program named Panorama in 2012, and
the first phase went live in July 2014, covering cash
and term deposit products. The AUD $600 million
Westpac program ran until the end of FY19. As part
of the program, Avaloq adapted and developed local
tax engine and superannuation functionalities. The
main product rollout later included ASX share trading,
various model portfolio management tools, and retail
superannuation fund management.
As a retail platform, BT Panorama supports nearly
3,000 financial advisers and over 60,000 customers,
with funds under administration (FUA) reaching AUD
$30 billion in August 2020. Self-Managed Super Fund
customers account for almost a third of total FUA at
over AUD $9 billion. There is now over AUD $4.5 billion
in managed accounts and over AUD $900 million in
advisor portfolios. BT platforms, including Wrap and
Asgard, lead the platform industry with AUD $141.6
billions in FUA, while migration from Wrap to Avaloq is
planned to start at the end of this year.
While BT Panorama focuses on retail clients and
adviser experience, emphasizing basic investment
needs like ready-made portfolios, automated regular
investments, and tapping into the AUD $2.7 trillion
superannuation market, Avaloq’s second Australian
customer, Crestone, chose Avaloq as their strategic
partner to service their high-net-worth clients. The
implementation was reduced from 18 to 9 months by

applying Avaloq Banking Standards to the projects.
Formed out of UBS Wealth Management Australia,
Crestone offers multi-currency equities, fixed income,
listed or unlisted real estates, discretionary portfolio
management, margin trading, and alternative
investments.
The Next Avaloq Implementation
From the above summary of Avaloq implementations
in Singapore and Australia, it is clear that Avaloq
has the potential for extensive customization and
localization to cater to each client’s budget and
product offerings. Avaloq won Indonesia’s largest
banking group, Bank Mandiri, at the end of 2019, and
won the Bank of the Philippine Islands earlier this year.
Unfortunately, there haven’t been any new clients
in Singapore or Australia in recent years. With the
more volatile market conditions, the emphasis on cost
control, and the travel ban due to Covid-19, the ability
to have onshore and offshore delivery will become
essential.
References:
https://www.avaloq.com/en/avaloq-at-a-glance
https://www2.deloitte.com/ch/en/pages/financialservices/articles/the-deloitte-wealth-managementcentre-ranking-2018.html
https://www.sgx.com/research-education/marketupdates/20200303-dbs-ocbc-uob-average-18-wealthmanagement-income-growth
https://www.fintechfutures.com/2017/03/new-avaloqgo-live-for-bt-financial-group/
https://www.adviservoice.com.au/2020/08/1-3-billionflows-into-bt-panorama-for-july-as-fua-surpasses-30billion/
https://www.crestone.com.au/our-services/offering/
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DATABASE
MIGRATION
LEGACY SYSTEMS ARE
COSTING YOU MONEY

Legacy landscapes can be a massive drain on precious company resources.
The most common cause is “technical debt” - developing business and support
platforms while pushing budget resolution further and further down the
boardroom agenda. Eventually, technical debt reaches a critical point where the
company is spending more money on legacy-system support than developing
new functionality.
Inevitably, business growth slows down because of things like low performance, a
lack of scalability, no unification of technology, licensing problems, and insufficient
functionality.
The granular details of these legacy issues are unique to each organization.
However, ways of tackling this disruptive phenomenon are less so. Some
businesses optimise their BAU; others migrate away from mainframes or, if
they’re running Sybase alone, decommission their out-of-control databases (if
the company is running several database platforms then it could unify them and
reduce maintenance costs).
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MIGRATION – THE PRACTICAL OPTION

THE MIGRATION PROCESS

As Sybase development has slowed over the years,
migrating to another database engine – Oracle,
MSSQL, MySQL, PostgreSQL, etc. - has emerged as a
more practical option for companies.

Our migration process is structured as follows:

Excelian’s teams of engineering experts have the
technical know-how and deep domain experience to
help you assess and transform your legacy situation
before things get entirely out of hand.
We help you through your migration process safely,
with maximum effect, and minimum impact on your
day-to-day business.
If you are running legacy Sybase instances, you will
find the following pages particularly interesting. We
have mapped out our approach regarding a typical
migration from Sybase to Oracle so you can see
for yourself what Excelian brings to the project: the
people; the custom accelerator tooling; and the
unparalleled expertise.

•

Analysis and range:
o
initial analysis
o
scope definition
o
technical analysis
o	application migration approach
definition.

•

Preparation for migration:
o
DDL migration script preparation
o
data migration approach definition
o
migration in a non-prod environment
o
testing.

•

PROD migration and validations

•

Sunset of Sybase

•

Post-release support
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THE INITIAL ANALYSIS PHASE

As we all know to our cost, risks, pitfalls, and systemic
complications tend to arise when we least expect
them. So, initially, Excelian concentrates on the
analysis phase to avoid trouble further down the
tracks. Here are just some of the things our experts
have learnt to watch out for over the years:

Before starting the migration process, we look at
existing environmental metrics and identify any
potential complexity issues. Working out how long
the full database migration will take, mapping the
process, and analysing any additional environmental
requirements, is an essential precursor to the
migration itself.
Excelian’s data engineers follow Oracle’s industryleading migration approach, extended by practical
experience and tailored to individual scenarios.
In light of there being no standard approach to the
analysis phase, the fact that our experts deeply
analyse the systems before data and structure
migration is a significant competitive advantage for
Excelian. And by identifying quick wins, grouping
applications, and running an early pilot migration,
we’re able to deliver higher value, more quickly.
Engineers group the applications into three categories
- small, mid-level, and highly complex – to simplify
and accelerate the process. Each team concentrates
on a distinct group and follows the same migration
routine to increase productivity and deliver extra
business value. The diagram (below) shows the
migration lifecycle for one group of highly-complex
applications. For smaller applications, steps like code
refactoring and using bespoke tools are optional.

Time
Units
Management,
SMEs

1
Landscape
analysis

2

3

4

5

6

1.

Clashes with other critical projects, and
additional regulatory approvals or restrictions.

2.

Maintaining regular, meaningful
communication with existing staff (and
vendors) to reassure them about the
company’s employment strategy, postmigration.

3.

Making sure you document and understand
application resilience, stability, and
performance to maintain zero degradation.
And familiarising yourself with the user base
and usage patterns, as well as the disaster
recovery plan (and post-migration test).

4.

Increasing or redirecting investment and
resources to the most critical phases of the
project.

5.

Checking you have the appropriate business
knowledge as well as the technical expertise
– applying one without the other is unlikely to
produce the desired results.

7

8

9

10

11

Governance
Scope Definition
Data migration tool
development or ETL setup
Analysis and
preparation

Structure
migration

Release 1

Data
migration
Code
refactoring

Release
1 rollout
Release post
prod support

Testing

Analysis and
preparation

Structure
migration

Code
refactoring
Testing

Group 1: smaller applications
Features:
•Straightforward migration
•Quick team on-boarding, does not
require SMEs
•Migration takes 3-4 weeks
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Group 2: middle comlexity applications
Features:
•Requires building bespoke tools for data
migration
•Analysis and migration tare longer because of
structure and interfaces complexity 3-4 months

Release 2

Data
migration

Group 3: high comlexity applications
Features:
•Requires diverse skillset with strong SMEs
•Requires code refactoring, therefore
extensive testing and then longer prod
monitoring

Release
2 rollout
Release post
prod support

•Iterative approach (for example, initial
load with further data delta loads) will
require several releases to sunset
•Migration can take several months/years
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6.

Synchronising access matrices: establishing
comparable business roles/data access rights
matrices and context for all types of users.
Also, agreeing differences from the previous
state with business users.

SYBASE CONSIDERATIONS
If you’re wrestling with complex systems, an off-theshelf migration option (typically available online)
might not be appropriate. You’re more likely to need
the extra analysis that comes with an individuallytailored approach.
For example, older, less complicated database
products like Sybase ASE (e.g. 12 or 15) migrate more
naturally because they include standard functions
which appear in a whole host of other database
products. Newer products like Sybase IQ contain
more complex, niche functions, and could prove
challenging to migrate using standard ways and
means.
If we don’t use any of the IQ features, the migration
proceeds in much the same way as an ASE migration,
with slight changes in structure conversion. If being
used for big data applications or optimised for
specific BI / MIS, we wouldn’t migrate databases
via Oracle 11g-12c alone. Instead, we’d adopt the
target environment to keep the same performance
and stability. However, that could mean full-scale
system redevelopment with different skill sets and a

schedule extension.

MIGRATION
The migration team plan their approach according to
the results of the initial analysis phase. Consequently,
we could be migrating different sets of applications in
parallel while using different methods.

THE PERFECT ACCELERATOR TOOL FOR
EACH TASK
We select tools based on application complexity.
Many of the industry-standard migration tools are
inappropriate for use across the board because
they’re either too heavy, take too long to configure, or
have some other drawback. So, we develop Excelian
accelerator tooling to augment the range of standard
tools and improve performance. Customised tools are
much more flexible. We can quickly reconfigure them
to handle specific complications of size and structure,
– accelerating the migration without gnawing away at
the quality of our work.
Simple applications:
•
Standard native loaders: Bulk Copy Program
Utility (BCP) on the Sybase end and SQL-loader in
Oracle.

Migration Approach Selection
Technical Markers

‘As is’

Optimization

Refactoring

Business Markers

•Trival database objects
structure
•Knows list of database
users/applications

Current system
behavior and
performance
fully satisfy all
existing business
requirements

•Logic at the triggers with
bulk operations
•LOB datatypes processing
•#temp tables/*select into*
•Undefined list of database
users/applications
•Use of the system tables
•Deep use of dynamic SQL

Performance and
used space are not
critical questions,
but will end up
improved

•’Resultset’ procedures
•Deep use of dynamic SQL
•Deep use of abstract plans

Performance issues.
Need to change
business flow, etc.

Migration
Retain existing data
models, DB structures;
minor changes at the
objects’ source code/
existing external queries,
etc.
Minor changes of DB
structures, applying the
Oracle features and/or
replacement of Sybase
native details

Global refactoring of
existing logical and
physical data models

Benefits
Technology stack unification,
lowering support cost/
license optimization

‘As is’ + simplification of
algorithms at the database
side due to powerful Oracle
PL/SQL functionalities.
As a result, lower support
and change cost compared
to ‘as is’

‘Optimization’ plus increased
performance/resolve the
existing issues, improve
processes/reviewing the
legacy architecture and apply
a new best practice, etc.
Lowest support and change
cost
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More complex applications, especially those
containing massive data volumes:
•
The Informatica Power Centre.
A custom-built data loader tool with a less
complicated, transparent design, makes life so
much easier.

Tool mix
Excelian engineers keep up-to-speed with the premier tools.
We also utilise our custom tools.*

Technical Analysis:

Oracle L0 estimation tool
Custom framework and
monitoring tool*
Custom DB structure
analysis tool*

Structure Migration:

Oracle SQL Developer

Data Migration:

Informatica Power Centre

•
Teams can deploy custom tools, fluently,
in multiple migration environments. They’re not
limited to ETL server performance and available
space.
•
Fully-maintainable custom tools feature
validation for each step to catch any issues
immediately, rather than at the end of the process.
•
Our scaled approach provides potential intraweek data migration as a background process.
•
This approach prioritises the processing of
particular objects.

TESTING
Excelian tests continuously throughout the migration
cycle, focusing on five areas as follows:

Development

• Structure migration – all objects
are successfully compiled, and all
connections work without issue.
• Data quality – including several
record checks, a missing-values
check, and smart checksums on
common-data-type records.

Integration and
infrastructure

• Integration flows – executed with
all upstream/downstream and
infrastructure teams.

Migration of
historical data

• Completeness of the migration –
whether all entries migrated into the
new DB (based on migration
reports).
• The correctness of the migration –
whether the structure of migrated
data matches the target set-up, and
hasn’t distorted any data.
• Production-like data (regression
testing):
1) Functional tests of the large-scale
workflows in the DB.
2) Reporting test runs on historical
data - reports on the new DB should
equal the old ones.
• Performance – testing the declared
difference between the systems
(speed, new functionality, etc.).

Access rights

• Validation of the access matrix
synchronisation.

Business process
coverage

• Business functionality migration
– to ensure we cover the old
functionality post-migration;
verified by a set of business cases;
business users consciously reject
any unnecessary processes.

Informatica MDM
Custom data migration tool*
Custom data validation reports*
Custom data masking tools*
Testing:

IBM RTM
HP Mercury
Cucumber
Apache JMetert
Proprietary testing tools
(API-based testing)*

Production:

Geneos
Control-M

Developing custom migration tools gives us several
advantages:
•
Using a flexible, customised tool is quicker
and more versatile than an ETL tool hosted
separately and managed by an allocated
infrastructure team.
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THE RELEASE AND MANAGEMENT PROCESS
Release planning and Sybase sunset usually occur
straight after completing the L0 estimate and defining
a high-level timeline for each application in scope.
Based on client size and the complexity of the IT
landscape, we use one of the Sybase sunset options:

•
Iterative application switch – integrated
applications switch to their new Oracle instance
in stages (otherwise, there could be conflicts with
upstream/downstream release schedules and
critical BAU activities).
•
A rollback procedure should be specified as
a part of the release preparation activities, and
agreed with the client.

•
Single-release sunset: over-the-weekend
data migration, and a one-go switch from Sybase
to Oracle.
•
Iterative data processing: data migration
occurs in a series of repetitions, while the legacy
Sybase stays as a primary database.
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WHAT
INVESTMENT
BANKING IS
AND HOW IT
FUNCTIONS
NOWADAYS
THE CONCEPTION OF
INVESTMENT BANKING
The consideration of history doesn’t play a critical role
in many modern businesses. This is not the case in
the world of investment banking: name, tradition, and
reputation. An investment bank that was established
200 years ago has the connections, partnerships, and
know-how that allow it to attract top tier clients and
investors.
Here is an important piece of proof that history and
tradition play a big role in the world of investment
banking. The list below shows the names of the largest
investment banks in the world:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Barclays Capital, 1690
JPMorgan, 1799
Citigroup, 1812
Credit Suisse, 1856
Goldman Sachs, 1869
Deutsche bank, 1870
Merrill Lynch, 1914
Morgan Stanley, 1935
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The youngest of these banks is 80 years old, but
their average age is significantly higher - 172 years.
Investment banking emerged in America in the 19th
century when the American economy was growing
so fast that commercial banks could not serve the
expansion of railroads, mining companies, and heavy
industry.
The main activity of investment banks is now known as
security underwriting. They bought financial securities
like bonds and stocks from an issuer and resold
these securities to a group of investors. Investment
banks served as a bridge between demand and offer
between people who had capital and wanted to invest
it and people who needed financing for one of their
projects.
The main clients that investment banks had in these
early days were government entities. When these
governments required financing, they needed to issue
bonds and sell them to investors. To do that, they used
the services of middlemen or investment bankers, as
we would call them today. Their role was to negotiate
great terms with the government, buy a fraction of the
bonds that the government wanted to offer, and sell
the bonds to final investors.
These middlemen contacted potential investors
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and created a list with the ones who were ready to
purchase the bonds they had to be certain that they
could resell all bonds issued and wouldn’t be stuck
with any of them.
When an investor buys government debt, they can
have two types of problems. The government can
default and stop repaying its debt or it could try to
renegotiate it. That’s why most investors felt more
comfortable when they had an established middleman
on their side.

THE FOUR MAIN AREAS OF INVESTMENT
BANKING ACTIVITY
1. Capital Markets — Raising Equity and Debt Capital
Capital markets are one of the most fascinating
areas of investment banking. Companies need these
services when they are about to go public or want to
issue debt sold to the public. When a company wants
to raise equity, we talk about ECM, Equity Capital
Markets, and when it wants to raise debt, we talk about
DCM, Debt Capital Markets.

ECM
Going public (IPO) is a critical moment in the life of
any company. What is the investment banker’s role
in this process? Historically, investment bankers have
been the trusted advisers of companies who ensure
that the whole process goes smoothly. It is their job to
provide guidance on the right time to go public and
how the company can position itself to attract investor
interest as well as to organize meetings between the
company’s management and investors and present
investors the investment opportunity.
When an already listed company wants to issue
additional shares, this is a much easier process called
SEO, Seasoned Equity Offerings. It’s easier because
everything is already in place: the company is already
listed on the stock exchange; its shares have a price;
and it has created all the documents necessary to be
in compliance with financial regulations, so the role of
the investment banker is limited to finding investors to
buy additional shares to boost the company’s capital.
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DCM
Debt capital markets are the second main pillars of
underwriting services besides equity. A company
could be interested in issuing debt securities called
bonds. A bond offering is no different from an equity
offering. The players involved are almost the same.
The main difference is that bonds can be issued by
sovereign countries. A company or government
can borrow from public investors, too. Public debt
markets work efficiently, especially when the amount
to be borrowed is substantial. Several investors buy
these securities and expect to be paid an interest rate
throughout the duration of the bond.
Similar to the issuance of equity investment, bankers
advise the loan, prepare company presentations, find
potential investors, and price the loan.
On average, bonds are much easier to price
compared to equity mainly because every company
that issues a bond has a credit rating, an opinion about
its creditworthiness expressed by independent credit
agencies.
Another form of DCM services that has been very
popular in recent years are loans indications. These
are loans granted by a pool of banks. Usually, several
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banks get portions of a loan. This group of banks is
called a syndicate. Syndicated loans are a hybrid
between bonds and commercial banking loans.
There are several reasons banks can be interested in
loans indications: diversification, fee generation, and,
importantly, lending opportunities in geographical
areas where they have no presence and expertise.
2. Advisory - M&A and Restructuring Services
Advisory services comprise assistance in transactions
such as mergers and acquisitions, known as M&A, and
debt restructurings. M&A services became increasingly
popular in the 1960s when a binge of conglomerate
buildups took place. The main investment banks
understood this line of business can be profitable
because M&A deals occur multiple times while IPOs
are one-off events.
We talk about an acquisition when a company buys
another company’s shares or assets. We have a
merger when the buying company absorbs the target
company. The target company ceases to exist after
the transaction, and it is merged into the buying
company. In every M&A process, there are at least two
parties. One of the companies is called the buyer or
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the buying company, and the other one is called the
target. The buyer company can offer a compensation
to the target company’s shareholders in several ways:
they can offer cash compensation, a stock package of
the new entity, or a combination of both. The overall
amount paid is called the consideration.

In addition, the activities carried out by the research
department can be quite helpful in terms of strategy
generation. The research department employs highly
specialized strategists who provide their valuable
insights and support the investment decisions of the
bank.

Why do companies need help when acquiring other
companies?
Investment bankers are ideally positioned to provide
numerous valuable insights to their clients, as
they know their business and the industry in which
they operate. Sometimes, an investment bank
advises several firms from an industry and can
gain perspective through multiple points of view.
In addition, industrial companies do not have the
expertise to carry out these deals.
Several technical aspects must be addressed: issues
such as finding bidders or targets;
communication with these bidders or targets;
acquisition of financial information; and negotiation
with legal, technical and financial due diligence
advisers can be overwhelming for a company that has
carried out very few, if any, M&A deals. Even some of
the largest companies lack the scale to carry out big
deals without hiring an adviser.

Investment banks play a very important role in the
liquidity of financial markets.

3. Trading and Brokerage - trading with financial
securities
Trading and brokerage consist of purchasing and
selling securities by using the investment bank’s own
money or doing it on behalf of its client.
The first type of trading is called proprietary trading
while the second is called brokerage. These are
two of the core activities carried out in modern
investment bank trading and brokerage accounts and
represent 35 percent to 50 percent of the revenues
for pure investment banks such as Morgan Stanley
and Goldman Sachs. This number is a bit diluted for
universal banks due to the large amount of interest
income they register. Nevertheless, trading is critical
for the profitability of both types of banks, as there
are very few costs related to the revenues that it
generates.
Proprietary trading means using the bank’s own
money to buy financial instruments that are held for
a while and are later sold at a profit. In most cases,
this is a very profitable activity because investment
banks have an excellent idea of how financial markets
function and what type of trades are likely to be
profitable in the short term.

Very often, they support the trading of less liquid
securities by applying a market-making technique
which consists of buying a small number of securities
and being ready to sell these securities to customers
when they place an order. Investment banks earn a
substantial spread for providing this service.
Nowadays, investment banks trade all kinds of financial
instruments. Besides the traditional asset classes
like equities and fixed income, they tend to be active
with instruments like derivatives. Derivative financial
instruments are manifold and vary significantly in
their nature. Companies use some types of them for
hedging in order to reduce risk, while others are used
for speculation. Examples of derivative instruments
are forwards, futures, options, and swaps.
4. Management: The Ability to Use Money to Make
More Money
Asset Management is about managing clients’
investments and providing them with strategies and
expertise that would allow them to achieve their goals
and secure their financial future. Said with other
words, asset managers are in the business of using
money to make more money. An individual or an
institution is likely to approach the asset management
division of an investment bank when their investment
income is substantial. In such cases, asset managers
are able to offer expertise across a wide spectrum
of asset classes such as stocks, bonds, commodities,
real estate, private equity, etc. Moreover, large banks
have branches all over the world and are able to offer
geographical expertise as well.
Given that asset managers closely follow all of these
markets, they are able to offer high-quality advice
and superior risk-return investments. Clients receive
comprehensive service. Asset managers study their
needs, create an actionable investment strategy,
implement the strategy in practice, and oversee its
development through time.
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There are a few types of investments that are typically
made on behalf of clients:
1.

Stocks: small-cap, large-caps blue chip, dividend
stocks, stocks from growth regions such as BRIC
countries and others.
There are many types of stocks that can be
included in a client’s portfolio. It all depends on
their risk profile.

2.

Bonds: short maturity, long maturity, and
corporate government.
Again, there are many types of bonds that can be
included in a client’s portfolio.

In addition, asset managers may invest in
commodities, real estate, and some other alternative
investments, such as private equity or hedge funds.
Each of these asset classes is a part of the equation
that determines how to allocate a client’s money. The
art of this profession is to maximize return without
assuming excessive risk.
Not every bank engages in all of these four activities.
It is a matter of the bank’s size, core competencies,
and strategy. Some banks are truly global players
and offer the entire spectrum of investment banking
services, while others focus on a specific niche. Based
on this, the following four banking strategies are
identified: global investment banks, banks that focus
on financial market services, wholesale banking, and
boutique advisory firms.
For further information on investment banking, I
recommend reading The Accidental Investment
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Banker, by former Goldman Sachs and Morgan Stanley
banker Jonathan Knee. It is one of the best-written
stories about the industry, providing an inside look
from former Goldman Sachs and Morgan Stanley
banker, Jonathan A. Knee. Knee describes his own
journey, starting as an associate and rising up the
ranks. He provides a valuable historical overview that
allows you to connect the dots and understand what
led to the environment surrounding us today as well as
an easy-to-understand description of what investment
bankers actually do. Check it out
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DIGITAL
TRENDS
IN THE
BANKING
INDUSTRY
Compared to previous
years, banks’ priorities have
changed. To be able to do
business with their customers
during the various COVID
pandemic lockdowns and to
increase customer satisfaction
to stay relevant in the face of
fintech competition, banks
have had to come up with
new delivery channels, adopt
Cloud services while making
sure they mitigate resulting
risk, and increase their focus
on regulatory requirements
to avoid fines from regulators.
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CLIENT EXPERIENCE
The increase in customer expectations, upgraded
levels of competition, and new delivery channels
enabled by advances in technology are driving a
major reshaping in the banking sector. Becoming a
digital financial technology organization is the main
foundation for further developments, so IT is now
the catalyst for banking strategy, playing a key role in
future success.
Everything revolves around customers who have to be
able to easily access their financial data and navigate
through customizable views and reports in order to
make decisions and execute them in real-time.
CLOUD ADOPTION
While the Cloud is the way to go, banks were not early
adopters due to security and privacy concerns. Before
the pandemic, only a small percentage of banking
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activities were cloud-based, and that percentage was
much smaller compared to cloud-based solutions
implemented in other industries.
The spectacular evolution of Cloud services in recent
years, accelerated by the pandemic, has negated
bank reluctance. Moreover, the pandemic led to an
increase in bad debt from loans, which has fostered
new cost controls in the industry as well as a major
digital transformation that has led to branches closing
to save costs and a transition to an online service
model.
As an example of these cost-saving measures,
Deutsche Bank is planning to cut 100 banks branches
in Germany - representing one-fifth of the total
number. The hope is that this will set the country’s
largest lender on the road to profitability. The decision
follows a move by domestic rival, Commerzbank,
which, over the summer, announced it would not
reopen 200 branches that were shut during the
pandemic. ING Bank also announced a significant
cut to its branch network in Belgium and the
Netherlands, motivated by low interest rates, strict
regulation, and the rise of online competitors.

Cloud services and applications allowed banks to not
only to cut costs, but also to continue their activity
during the pandemic. Like the workers in many other
industries, bank employees have used Cloud-based
software and video-conferencing solutions to work
from home.
These same conditions have also triggered banks to
form strategic partnerships with Cloud providers.
In the past few months, Amazon Web Services struck
a big new deal with HSBC, Google announced
partnerships with Goldman Sachs, and Deutsche Bank
and Microsoft have joined forces with Santander. This
has also spurred large cloud providers like Amazon,
Microsoft, Google, IBM and Oracle to make major
investments in hybrid Cloud solutions.
Banks are increasingly using hybrid Cloud strategies
- from SaaS applications and on-prem solutions to a
mix of public and private clouds - to strike the right
balance for their unique Cloud infrastructure needs
in order to address the challenges of exponential
data growth while remaining proactive on issues like
privacy, security, and regulatory and compliance.
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SECURITY & REGULATORY THREATS
The increased use of the Cloud comes with risks.
Hackers used the coronavirus pandemic to increase
their attacks against banks worldwide by 238% while
Cloud servers suffered from a 600% increase in
attacks during the first months of 2020. As a result,
banks are investing into cybersecurity in order to
keep their business safe and avoid fines. Recently,
Australia’s Westpac bank negotiated to pay a record
900 million USD fine for the nation’s biggest breach
of money laundering laws. This is the largest fine
in Australian corporate history. It comes following
a civil lawsuit that revealed more than 23 million
breaches of the country’s laws against money
laundering and financing terrorism. The bank was
penalized for breaches that included failure to detect
transfers that may have been used to facilitate child
exploitation as well as failure to report more than
19.5 million international transfers while not keeping
origin records. Therefore, a high level of attention
on transfers, sources, destinations, and security is of
paramount importance to banks so they ensure they
comply with regulations.
CONCLUSION
The regulatory challenges and the security threats,
augmented in the context of the open banking
paradigm, will have major significance across the
globe. Banks used to have full control to define the
consumer journey, but now everything will change,
as clients will be able to receive banking services
via third-party aggregators. This calls for even more
sophisticated fraud prevention solutions involving AI
and behavioral monitoring.

The banking journey is becoming more and more
connected to technologies that enhance and elevate
customer experience, offer privacy, and protect
information. Likewise, our lifestyle is becoming
increasingly digital, so offering secure, personalized
experiences is the differentiating factor that isn’t
just “nice to have” anymore, but instead a core
expectation.
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